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Provention Bio

Forward-looking statements
This presentation contains forward‐looking statements including, but not limited to, statements

disagreeing with the Company’s modeling, analysis and results from the PK/PD PROTECT

relating to the potential safety, efficacy, regulatory review or approval and commercial viability,

substudy to support an adjusted dosing regimen in the BLA resubmission; any inability to provide

payor coverage or success of teplizumab, and our other product candidates and those relating to

the FDA with data, information or analyses, or otherwise meet CMC, product quality, safety and all

the Company’s product development, clinical studies, clinical and regulatory milestones and

other FDA requirements, to adequately support the approval of the teplizumab for the at-risk

timelines, market size and opportunity, competitive position, possible or assumed future results of

indication; the potential that the preliminary PK/PD data and analysis for teplizumab referenced in

operations, business strategies, potential growth opportunities and other statements that are

this presentation which could change as these data are finalized or resulting from FDA review and

predictive in nature. “Forward-looking statements” are statements that are not historical facts and

feedback; inability of the Company to meet its expected clinical trial and product development

involve a number of risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual results to be materially

timelines; the uncertainties inherent in clinical testing; the potential impacts of COVID-19 on our

different from any future results expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements. These

clinical trial timelines, business and financial results; changes in law, regulations, or interpretations

statements may be identified by the use of forward‐looking expressions, including, but not limited

and enforcement of regulatory guidance; uncertainties of patent protection and IP or other

to, “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “estimate,” “potential,” “predict,” “project,”

litigation; the Company's dependence upon third parties; substantial competition; the Company's

“should,” “would,” and similar expressions and the negatives of those terms.

need for additional financing and the risks listed under “Risk Factors” in the Company's quarterly

Forward-looking statements are based on the Company's current expectations and assumptions.
Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties, and other factors,
many of which are beyond the Company’s control, including, but not limited to: risks related to the
FDA's review of the Biologic’s License Application (“BLA”) resubmission for teplizumab and

report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended June 30, 2022 and any subsequent filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). As with any pharmaceutical under development,
there are significant risks in the development, regulatory approval and commercialization of new
products.

teplizumab's potential approval and commercialization timeline; risks related to the FDA

The Company cautions investors not to place undue reliance on any such forward-looking

disagreeing with the Company's interpretation of data and analysis, including but not limited to the

statements, which speak only as of the date of this presentation. The Company does not

data and analysis submitted as part of the BLA resubmission; risks related to delays in, or failure

undertake an obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of

to obtain FDA approvals for, teplizumab or other Company product candidates and the potential for

new information, future developments or otherwise, except as may be required by applicable law.

noncompliance with FDA regulations; the inability to successfully demonstrate to the FDA, the
ultimate decision maker on the matter, adequate PK comparability between the to-be-marketed
teplizumab product and the product used in the TN-10 study, including the potential of the FDA
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Imagine a world where patients with autoimmune disease fulfill their true
potential
23+ million patients live with
autoimmune disease in the US
Autoimmune diseases are chronic and a leading cause of death
and disability around the world with incidence and prevalence on
the rise

These patients deserve more than
current treatments provide
Current treatments, if any, generally focus on latestage disease and its complications, after irreversible
damage has already been done to the body – after it’s
too late

We are challenging the status quo
Provention Bio was founded on the principle that early
intervention with immunotherapy has the potential to
intercept and prevent autoimmune disease ahead of
irreversible tissue damage and organ failure
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We are uniquely focused on early intervention
Autoimmune disease progression
Trigger/Driver (e.g., infection)
Predisposition
Predisposition
susceptibility

susceptibility

Healthy individual
Healthy
(genetic
risk) individual

(genetic risk)

Tissue inflammation

Autoimmune

Early
Early onset
onset

Autoantibodies

Evident
tissue damage
Evident tissue
damage
Early
symptoms
Early symptoms

Autoimmune
phenomena
phenomena

Autoantibodies
Biomarkers
Biomarkers

Prevention

Interception

PRV-101

Teplizumab

Our key expertise and mission lies in
early intervention

PRV-3279
Ordesekimab

Chronic
disease
Advanced-stage tissue

Advanced-stage
tissue
damage and symptoms
damage and symptoms

Treatment

Conventional
biopharma
approach
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We are pioneering a new standard of care in autoimmune disease
Develop new solutions for patients predisposed to, or living
with autoimmune disease

Key focus on
patient unmet
needs

Drive development of non-depleting immune-modulating
mechanisms to prevent and intercept disease
Advance clinical programs and platform assets focused on
core tenets of autoimmunity (T-cells, B-cells, Innate Immunity)
Apply validated immunotherapy approaches to autoimmune
disease

Deep expertise
Deep Expertise
in autoimmunity

in Autoimmunity

Experienced
executive team
and partners

Identify, acquire and develop clinic-ready candidates based
on rigorous selection process
Leverage proven track record in immunology and strong
partnerships/collaborations to maximize potential
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Provention Bio pipeline
Target

T-cell

B-cell

Indication

Preclinical

Delay of clinical T1D
in at-risk individuals

Coxsackievirus B
Vaccine

Innate
Immunity

Celiac disease

Phase 2

Phase 3

Filed

Teplizumab
(PRV-031)(PRV-031)
Teplizumab

Newly diagnosed
patients
Systemic lupus
erythematosus
Prevention of
immunogenicity of
gene therapy

Phase 1

Teplizumab (PRV-031)

PRV-3279

Next Expected Milestone
FDA User Fee Goal Date –
November 17, 2022
Expect top-line data from
PROTECT P3 in 2H 2023
Expect top-line P2a data in
the second half of 2024

PRV-3279
PRV-101

Ordesekimab

Actively seeking partner

Expect top-line P2b data by
the end of 2023
Program Partner

Our assets are focused on key drivers of autoimmunity
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Teplizumab A Breakthrough Designated
T cell Immuno-therapy

© Provention Bio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Teplizumab is designed to reset the immune system with the goal of interrupting
disease
1

2

ANERGIC T CELLS
CD8

MHC

AUTOREACTIVE

T-cell
T CELL
receptor
CD3

APC

EXHAUSTED
T CELLS

CD4

INHIBITION

PRV-031
(Teplizumab)

1

Reduces autoreactive T cells
by rendering them anergic

3
Treg

2

Induces exhaustion of
previously autoreactive T cells

APC, antigen-presenting cell; MHC, major histocompatibility complex.
Modified from Long SA, et al. Cell Immunol. 2017;319:3-9.
1. Warshauer, JT, et al. Cell Metab. 2020;31(1):46-61. 2. Data on file. Provention Bio, Inc, 2020.

• Humanized anti-CD3 mAb that binds
to T cell co-receptor CD3; acts as
partial agonist
• Turns self reactive T cells into
harmless “exhausted cells”,
potentially resulting in years of
disease interruption

TOLERANCE
Antigen

Mechanism of Action

T REGS
Tregs act as gatekeepers
of immunological
tolerance.
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Increases T reg to
effector T cell ratio

Robust Clinical Dataset
Supporting Broad Applicability
• Clinical data spans islet transplantation,
renal/pancreatic transplantation,
psoriatic arthritis
• >800 patients dosed across multiple
clinical studies in T1D
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Type 1 diabetes is a growing problem affecting children and adults and demands
a better approach
Incidence peaks at approximately 12 years of age2,3

Approximately

Incidence rates for type 1 diabetes by age at diagnosis and sex,
United States, 2001–20154

1.84 million Americans
are living with T1D

50
Incidence Rate
(per 100,000 persons)

244,000 are youths / 1.6 million adults1

Approximately

64,000 people

are diagnosed
with T1D each year2

BLACK

T1D incidence

is increasing3
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Age at Diagnosis (years)

Overall
increase

2%

PER
YEAR

Children diagnosed by age
10 years have a reduced life
expectancy by

16 years4

1. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. National Diabetes Statistics Report, 2022. Atlanta, GA: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services; 2022. 2. Rogers MAM, et al. BMC Med. 2017;15(1):199. 3. Divers J, et al. MMWR. 2020;69(6):161-165. 4. Rawshani A et al . Lancet. 2018;392:477-486. 5. Tao, B et al. PLOS
One. 2010;5(7):e11501.

In 2005, the direct and
indirect cost of T1D in
the US was estimated at
$14.4 billion5
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We are focusing on preservation of β cells across early stages of T1D
T1D patient natural history
of β-cell loss over time
Pre-stage 1

Stage 1

Autoantibodies

Stage 2

Dysglycemia and
autoantibodies

Stage 3

Newly diagnosed
symptomatic T1D

100%

Functional β-cell mass
Illustrative; not actual %

0%

T1D clinical
programs and
stage of
development:

PRV-101
(polyvalent CVB vaccine)

PRV-031
(teplizumab)

Phase 1

BLA resubmitted

CVB: Coxsackievirus B
Staging Presymptomatic Type 1 Diabetes. Insel et al. Diabetes Care. 2015;38(10):1964-1974.

PRV-031
(teplizumab)

Phase 3
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TN-10 At-Risk Study: Delay in Clinical T1D ~3 years
Median time to clinical T1D diagnosis
Teplizumab: 59.6 months
Placebo:

27.1 months

Overall hazard ratio 0.457
(p=0.01, 2-sided, Cox model)

Single 14-day course of PRV-031
significantly delayed the clinical onset of
T1D by a median difference of 32.5 months
One teplizumab subject yet to develop
clinical diabetes >8.5 years from start of
treatment

Patient numbers on x-axis represent number of patients who have reached that time point.
Note: Chart above is as of March 2021; adapted from Sims et al; Teplizumab improves and stabilizes beta cell function in
antibody-positive high-risk individuals. Science Translational Medicine. 03 Mar 2021: Vol. 13, Issue 538
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Advancing teplizumab towards potential commercial approval
FDA User Fee Goal Date – November 17, 2022
Jul 2, 2021
Jan 25, 2022

Feb 17, 2022
Mar 17, 2022
June 30, 2022

- FDA Issued Complete Response Letter (CRL) citing PK comparability and CMC
observations
- Type B meeting: FDA requested Company use agreed upon PK modeling to propose
an adjusted 14-day dosing regimen to match exposure of planned commercial product
with that of clinical material used in prior clinical studies, ensuring 90% confidence
intervals for relevant PK parameters fall within 80-125% range
- Company resubmitted Biologics License Application
- FDA issues notice that it considers Company’s BLA resubmission to be a complete,
class 2 response to the CRL and advises of Aug 17, 2022, user fee goal date
- FDA extended review period by three months and set extended User Fee Goal date to
November 17, 2022
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Aiming to intercept type 1 diabetes

Potential commercial opportunity for at-risk indication
Estimated US patient prevalence

Up to 2.3 million people may be at
risk of T1D globally

Up to
200,000

Broader population screening is expected to
identify additional patients beyond familial
direct relatives

2 or more autoantibodies
and dysglycemia

Label expansion initiatives will potentially
include multiple courses of treatment

30,000

Familial direct relatives
of T1D patients
(relatives represent ~15% of
the pool of 200,000 patients with
2 autoantibodies and dysglycemia)

Launch
focus
13

Teplizumab

Laying the Foundation for Payer Access
Over 2 years of Advisory Boards, Focus Groups, and Individual
Payer Meetings
Payer field team actively engaging payers
•
•

>75 individual payers engaged
Payer meetings represent over 270 million
lives across Commercial and Medicaid

•

Payers require education on T1D but
perceive a very high unmet need

•
•

•

No expectation for any contracting beyond
government mandated
•
•

There is great interest in the first potential
innovation for T1D treatment
New resources for 2022 include an updated
disease education / pre-approval
information exchange (PIE) deck with areas
of focus including updates on patient
services, the distribution model and
explaining the work done in order to re-file
the BLA

Payer mix approximately 60% Commercial,
35% Medicaid, 5% other
Government pricing and contracting
policies & SOPs on track to support a
teplizumab approval

•

Assumes no commercial contracting

•

On track for all government programs

Key areas of interest are around patient
identification, incidence/prevalence,
distribution model, sites of care,
patient services

•
•

Burden of illness
Lack of disease modifying therapies

•

Efficacy data

Understanding T1D infographic

Payer value messages resonate strongly in
market research

AJMC White Paper

Aab testing to identify
stage 2 T1D patients
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Dedicated to changing the future of T1D screening and care
We believe the prospect of a disease-modifying therapy receiving regulatory approval will increase screening, facilitate
commercialization, and revolutionize T1D management
Screening today
•

•

Expectations for screening tomorrow

Standard blood tests available
• >1.5 million people screened
by academic consortia in
recent years

•

Focus initially on screening direct
relatives of T1D patients

•

Availability of treatment options may
encourage broader population screening

Identification rates for
2 autoantibodies:
• Family history ~1 : 1001

•

Early-stage diagnosis helps reduce disease
morbidity:

•

No family history ~1 : 1,0002

"With that knowledge for

hope, more would test.”
- T1D patient

•

DKA reduced from ~50% to ~10%3,4

•

Disease awareness increases
with more screenings and
availability of treatment

•

Guidelines for T1D management
evolve from current familial
screening to general population

•

Tests become even more
affordable and more accessible

Taking steps today to get there tomorrow
Unbranded campaigns to increase awareness and educate
patients and doctors on screening

1. Rewers et al. ASK poster at EASD 2018. 2. Bonifacio et al. PLOS Medicine April 3, 2018. 3. Ziegler et al. Yield of Public Health Screening of Children for Islet
Autoantibodies in Bavaria Germany; JAMA. 2020;323(4):339-351. doi:10.1001/jama.2019.21565. 4. Rewers et al. ASK poster at EASD 2019.
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Teplizumab’s broad therapeutic potential begins with ‘at-risk’ (stage 2 T1D)
indication and extends to multiple T1D and non-T1D indications
Teplizumab potential pipeline within a product opportunities
T1D expansion
opportunities
T1D
At-risk

T1D
Newly diagnosed

•
•
•
•
•

Age 2-8
Repeat dose
Subcutaneous product
β-cell transplant
Combo therapies

Potential new therapeutic
indications
•
•
•
•

Early rheumatoid arthritis
Celiac disease
Crohn’s disease
Autoimmune hepatitis
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Teplizumab has potential for broad applicability in T cell-mediated immune diseases
Potential for monotherapy, and/or combination of teplizumab
with other immune tolerance-inducing agents
• Long-lasting insulin-free status has been demonstrated in 75%
of T1D patients receiving teplizumab as induction agent
following beta cell transplant (Bellin 2012, figure on the right)
• We are currently in a P1b/2a clinical trial exploring teplizumab
in combination with Precigen’s AG019 to treat recent onset T1D
Prior studies across various immune disorders provide data
supportive of tolerability and potential to target other T celldriven immune diseases
• Renal and pancreatic allograft rejection (Woodle 1998, 1999)
• Induction therapy in islet cell transplant recipients (Hering
2004, Bellin 2012)
• Psoriatic arthritis (Utset 2002)

We are in the process of actively assessing LCM opportunities for teplizumab
17

Teplizumab

Potential to intercept T1D in thousands of newly diagnosed patients
Estimated US patient incidence

Large commercial market
for potential newly
diagnosed indication

~64,000

Planned outreach to pediatric and
adult endocrinologists to support
identification of newly diagnosed
type 1 diabetes patients

new cases of T1D in
the US per year

Future age groups expected to
include 2- to 7-year-old and >18year-old patients

Ages 8-17
Potential for
market launch

26%
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Teplizumab

PROTECT phase 3 study: newly diagnosed T1D
Objective
• Replicate the preservation of Beta cell function in newly
diagnosed T1D patients observed in prior studies

Trial design

Primary endpoint
• Difference in C-peptide at 18 months (detect a 40%
difference with 90% power)

Secondary endpoints
• Insulin use; HbA1c; hypoglycemic episodes; safety

Status
• Completed, and exceeded enrollment by approximately
10%, in Q3 2021 and expect to report top-line results in
2H-2023*

*Subject to change for any potential COVID-19 related, regulatory-related or other interruptions, including those
related to PK comparability of the proposed commercial product

• 300 participants
• Randomized 2:1
(teplizumab:placebo)
• Age range: 8-17 years

• Newly diagnosed: within 6
weeks of T1D diagnosis
• Baseline C-peptide >0.2
pmol/mL
• T1D-related autoantibodies
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PRV-3279 –
A Non-depleting B Cell
Modulating Immuno-Therapy

© Provention Bio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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PRV-3279 is a platform asset with potential to intercept multiple B-cell mediated
autoimmune diseases
1

dsDNA AUTOANTIBODIES
ATTACK KIDNEYS

Mechanism of action

PRV-3279

B cell
Receptor

•

Humanized, bispecific scaffold (DART®) targeting both
CD32B and CD79B

•

Designed to trigger inhibition of B-cell function,
suppression of autoantibody production, and CD40
expression

•

Designed to boost negative feedback loop regulating B
cells without causing B-cell or platelet depletion

CD32B
AUTOREACTIVE
B CELL

CD79B

2

B-CELLS HELP
ACTIVATE T CELLS
MHC

CD40
AUTOREACTIVE
B CELL

1

Reduction in autoantibody
generation

2

3

T CELLS ATTACK

Established proof of mechanism in Phase 1a
•

Inhibition of B-cell function in vivo as shown by the production
of antibodies to hepatitis A vaccination in previously
unvaccinated individuals

•

Durable effect: 1-month B-cell inhibition after single dose

TCR

CD40L
AUTOREACTIVE
T CELL

Reduction in B-T cell
help

3

Reduction in T cells
attacking joints/skin

Multiple potential applications:
• Intercept autoimmune diseases, such as lupus
• Prevent immunogenicity of a variety of
therapeutic proteins and gene therapy products
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PREVAIL phase 1b/2a study evaluating PRV-3279 in systemic lupus
erythematosus
PREVAIL-1 phase 1b study design

PREVAIL-2 phase 2a (lupus) trial design

• Multiple-ascending dose (MAD) Phase 1b study in 16
healthy adult volunteers
• Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled

Positive PREVAIL-1 phase 1b study results
• Well tolerated; no serious adverse events
• PK parameters were generally dose proportional
• Durable pharmacodynamic responses
• PRV-3279 durably inhibited the function of B cells
without depletion

• Phase 2a 24-week prevention of relapse proof-of-concept

Status of PREVAIL-2 phase 2a

• Lupus is a quintessential chronic autoimmune disorder driven
by autoreactive B cells

• Enrollment commenced Q1 2022

• Polymorphisms in CD32B associated with lupus
*except very low-dose steroids and/or anti-malarial
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Ordesekimab –
An Interleukin 15 Inhibitor
in Late-Stage Development
for Celiac Disease

© Provention Bio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Interleukin 15 (IL-15), considered central in gluten-free diet non-responsive and
refractory celiac disease
IL-15

Ordesekimab

GFD non-responsive
celiac disease
(NRCD)

Dendritic Cells

Intraepithelial (IEL)
CD8+ T cells

Effector T -cells
CD4/CD8
T-cell

APC

Aberrant IELs

CD8
T-cell
CD8
T-cells

Cytolysis

CD4 T-cell

1

Treg

Restores oral tolerance

Epithelial Cell

Treg

2

Restores immune
regulation

3

Reduces IEL-triggered
destruction of epithelial cells

Refractory
celiac
disease
type II
(RCD-II)

Malamut et al,
J Clin Invest, 2010

4

Reduces progression
of lymphomagenesis
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Celiac disease has been reported as the second most burdensome
disease to treat after end-stage renal disease*
Currently, there are no approved non-dietary treatments for celiac disease

Patient dissatisfaction with the GF diet and high cost of gluten free foods
add to burden of GFD

Despite best efforts at GFD, as little as 50 mg/day of gluten can drive inflammation

Gluten contamination leads to continued signs and symptoms in 30 – 50% of patients
with celiac disease on a GFD (“non-responsive celiac disease”)
*Shah et al, “Patient perception of treatment burden is high in celiac disease compared to other common conditions”,
Am J Gastro 2014
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Ordesekimab is an anti-IL-15 with potential to be the first therapy to intercept
gluten-free diet non-responsive celiac disease
Phase 2a data shown at 2018 DDW, published in The Lancet

Fully-human anti-IL-15 monoclonal antibody
• 21-day half-life; subcutaneous administration every 2-4 weeks

Proof of concept (POC) established
• Well tolerated in 6 prior clinical trials with ~300 patients
• Achieved POC in Phase 2a studies in celiac disease

Status
• Initiated Phase 2b trial PROACTIVE in Q3 2020; expect top-line data
by YE 2023
Safety and efficacy of AMG 714 in adults with coeliac disease exposed to gluten challenge: a phase 2a, randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled study.
Lähdeaho et al. Lancet Gastroenterol
Hepatol. 2019;4(12):948-959.

Gluten challenge study:
Weeks 0-2 gluten-free cookies; Weeks 2-12 gluten-containing cookies
Statistically significant across multiple celiac and gastrointestinal endpoints,
as well as intestinal inflammation
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Ordesekimab GI autoimmunity candidate

PROACTIVE phase 2b study:
nonresponsive celiac disease

Trial design

Objective
• Dose-finding Phase 2b study testing 3 dose levels of
ordesekimab against placebo (1:1:1:1)

Primary endpoint
• Validated CeD-PRO (celiac disease patient-reported
outcome) (GI symptoms)

Secondary endpoints
• Symptoms: BSFS Score
• Histology: Inflammation
(IELs: intraepithelial
lymphocytes)

• Histology: Villous Height to
Crypt Depth ration (Vh:Cd)
• Safety

Amgen has the right to reacquire PRV-015 for $150 million up front, milestones and royalties

• ~220 adult celiac patients not responding to gluten-free diet
• Initiated Phase 2b trial in Q3 2020; expect top-line data by
YE 2023
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PRV-101 –
A Polyvalent Coxsackievirus B
Vaccine to Potentially Prevent
T1D, Celiac and Other
Autoimmune Diseases

© Provention Bio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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PRV-101 is a vaccine candidate with potential to prevent acute infection and
autoimmunity (T1D, celiac disease) driven by coxsackievirus B
Vaccinating against coxsackievirus B (CVB)
PRV-101 is a polyvalent inactivated investigational vaccine designed to prevent acute CVB infection and its complications.

The role of CVB in T1D and celiac disease
CVB is a common, potentially serious infection:
•

Acute infection can cause myocarditis, meningitis, pericarditis, otitis, hand-foot-mouth disease, respiratory symptoms

•

In addition, CVB damages insulin-producing cells and gut-lining cells, driving a T-cell immune response

Persistent CVB infection is the only infection significantly associated with development of T1D and celiac autoimmunity1:
•

Found in the pancreas of ~60% of patients with T1D and in the gut of ~20% of patients with celiac disease

•

Found in the islets of live patients with T1D2

•

50% reduction in T1D autoimmunity was observed in the offspring of mothers with immunity to CVB during pregnancy

We believe the CVB vaccine has the potential to prevent acute coxsackie
infection and to prevent up to ~50% of T1D and ~20% of celiac disease.

1TEDDY

study of >400,000 children screened;

2

DiViD study: Oikarinen et al, Diabetologia 2021
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Final results from PRV-101 first-in-human study support further development
First-in-human study PROVENT
•

Analysis conducted on Week 32, after all trial participants
completed 6 months of follow-up after the 3rd vaccine dose

Results
•

PRV-101 was well tolerated in this study, with no
treatment-emergent Serious Adverse Events or Adverse
Events that lead to study drug discontinuation or study
withdrawal

•

Analysis also showed durability of viral neutralizing
antibody (VNT) responses

•

At the 6-month post-final dosing point, the percentages of
subjects in the high-dose PRV-101 arm who maintained
titers of viral neutralizing antibodies >=1/8 (presumed
protective titer based on polio vaccine experience) were
100% against the majority of serotypes and no less than
90% against all serotypes included in the vaccine
In clinical study PROVENT, PRV-101 induced high, durable titers of viral neutralizing antibodies
30

Provention Bio envisions a world without autoimmune disease
Catalyzing a change

We are disrupting autoimmune disease management by modulating key nodes in the
immune system with the goal of intercepting and preventing autoimmune disease.

Portfolio of platform assets

We have built a portfolio of platform assets with therapeutic potential in T1D, celiac
disease, SLE and beyond

Essential business
capabilities

We are building the essential capabilities
to deliver on our promise.

Anticipated lead asset
approval

Our lead asset, teplizumab, if approved by regulators is poised to change the treatment
paradigm for T1D patients and serve as a catalyst beyond.

We intend to change the world by unleashing the full potential of lives
otherwise burdened or cut short by autoimmune disease.
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